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Introductions

Kelly Watkinson
Land Trust Alliance

Eric Eckl
Water Words That Work, LLC
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The Land Trust Alliance

Founded in 1982, the Land Trust Alliance is a national nonprofit 
conservation organization that helps land trusts work faster, better 
and stronger.

Our nation’s land trusts, together, have conserved over 56 million 
acres of land. The Land Trust Alliance represents 1,000 nonprofits 
and their 4.6 million supporters, 207,000 volunteers and more than 
6.2 million annual preserve visitors.
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Climate Change is here
It is already impacting local 
communities and the work 
that land trusts do.



Land and Climate Program Goals
1. Increase the number of land trusts equipped with 

strategic conservation plans that address climate 
impacts and promote climate resilience.

2. Advance the use of land through restoration, 
protection and management to maximize nature’s 
ability to keep greenhouse gases out of the 
atmosphere.

3. Empower land trusts to facilitate the buildout of 
renewable energy facilities, all while steering such 
facilities away from sensitive lands.
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Land Trusts 
in Action
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Climate Leadership in New Hampshire

● Innovative carbon offset project

●Planning for climate resilience
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●Climate education & outreach

●Climate communication

●Planning for climate resilience
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●Renewable Energy

●Planning for climate resilience 

●Planning for sea level rise and 
marsh migration
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Most Americans accept that 
climate change is real, and arguing 

with hardened deniers is futile. 
Successful climate communication 
emphasizes local consequences and 

solutions. 
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Most Americans accept that climate 
change is real, and arguing with 

hardened deniers is futile. Successful 
climate communication 

emphasizes local consequences 
and solutions. 
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Write down your guess…

What % of people in your state believe 
the global warming is real?

What % believe it is caused by humans?
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Research Highlights

http://bit.ly/pew-global

http://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/ycom-us-2016/
http://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/ycom-us-2016/
http://bit.ly/pew-global
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Nationwide, 70% believe it is happening. 
53% believe it is caused by humans.

Local geographic variations are much 
smaller than you would expect.
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Literature Review Highlights

November 2017
A 36 page literature review
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Literature Review Highlights
The top findings in the literature review were:

● Most Americans believe that global warming is occurring, is caused 
by humans, and could be addressed -- but they lack a sense of 
urgency and are reluctant to act

● A minority of Americans believe that global warming is a hoax, but 
they are vocal and highly motivated to stop efforts to deal with it

● The messages that resonate with conservative Americans are also 
persuasive to liberals, but the reverse is not true

● Local land trusts may be particularly influential in converting 
climate skeptics
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Literature Review Highlights
The top findings in the literature review were:

● Most Americans believe that global warming is occurring, is 
caused by humans, and could be addressed -- but they lack a 
sense of urgency and are reluctant to act

● A minority of Americans believe that global warming is a hoax, but 
they are vocal and highly motivated to stop efforts to deal with it

● The messages that resonate with conservative Americans are also 
persuasive to liberals, but the reverse is not true

● Local land trusts may be particularly influential in converting 
climate skeptics
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Literature Review Highlights

Remarkably 
Stable
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Literature Review Highlights

Only a minority 
feels climate 
change will affect 
them personally

http://environment.yale.edu/climate-communication-OFF/files/Climate-Change-American-Mind-October-2015.pdf
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Literature Review Highlights

A majority feel 
“helpless” to do 
anything about it
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Literature Review Highlights I need to convince him 
climate change is really 

happening!

He has to convince me 
climate change will 

affect me, and there’s 
something I can do 

about it
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Literature Review Highlights
The top findings in the literature review were:

● Most Americans believe that global warming is occurring, is caused 
by humans, and could be addressed -- but they lack a sense of 
urgency and are reluctant to act

● A minority of Americans believe that global warming is a 
hoax, but they are vocal and highly motivated to stop efforts 
to deal with it

● The messages that resonate with conservative Americans are also 
persuasive to liberals, but the reverse is not true

● Local land trusts may be particularly influential in converting 
climate skeptics
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Literature Review Highlights
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Literature Review Highlights
● The “Dismissive” make up about 10% of the U.S. 

population.

● This group tends to be very conservative white men with 
high education and income. 

● This group is civically active, and may be evangelical 
Christians. They prioritize the economy over the 
environment.

● This group consumes a specialized media diet of conservative 
commentary.
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Literature Review Highlights

The “Dismissive” display 
low belief and concern, 
but high levels of 
involvement
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Literature Review Highlights
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Literature Review Highlights
The top findings in the literature review were:

● Most Americans believe that global warming is occurring, is caused 
by humans, and could be addressed -- but they lack a sense of 
urgency and are reluctant to act

● A minority of Americans believe that global warming is a hoax, but 
they are vocal and highly motivated to stop efforts to deal with it

● The messages that resonate with conservative Americans 
are also persuasive to liberals, but the reverse is not true

● Local land trusts may be particularly influential in converting 
climate skeptics
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Literature Review Highlights

Military, law 
enforcement, 
firefighters, patriotic 
symbols, churches 
active in the 
community
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Literature Review Highlights

The “Water Words That Work”
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Literature Review Highlights

● Protect 

● Family/children

● Safe

● Choice

● Fair

● Balance

● Property

● Duty

● Freedom

● Investment

● Law

● American 
tradition/patriotic
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Literature Review Highlights
The top findings in the literature review were:

● Most Americans believe that global warming is occurring, is caused 
by humans, and could be addressed -- but they lack a sense of 
urgency and are reluctant to act

● A minority of Americans believe that global warming is a hoax, but 
they are vocal and highly motivated to stop efforts to deal with it

● The messages that resonate with conservative Americans are also 
persuasive to liberals, but the reverse is not true

● Local land trusts may be particularly influential in converting 
climate skeptics
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Most Americans accept that climate 
change is real, and arguing with 

hardened deniers is futile. Successful 
climate communication 

emphasizes local consequences 
and solutions. 
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Literature Review Highlights

Land trusts are positioned to gather local stories to 
inspire action and convince skeptics. 
● Pictures of local impacts
● Stories of local people affected by climate change, 

and people making a difference locally 
These things factor favorably into converting climate 
skeptics and encouraging supporters to take action.  
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Literature Review Highlights

Local Consequences
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Literature Review Highlights

Local Consequences
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Literature Review Highlights

Local Solutions

Less Likely to Prompt a Defensive ReactionMore Likely to Prompt a Defensive Reaction
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Literature Review Highlights

Local Solutions

Close ups show how it’s done Photos at scale show how it matters
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Literature Review Highlights

Local 
Solutions
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Literature Review Highlights

“...The [survey] results 
suggest that the public 
responds to global warming 
and climate change in a 
similar fashion.”

http://news.gallup.com/poll/168617/global-warming-climate-change-difference.aspx
http://news.gallup.com/poll/168617/global-warming-climate-change-difference.aspx
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Literature Review Highlights
If you want to get people to 
care, try “climate crisis,” 
suggests new research from 
an advertising consulting 
agency in New York. That 
phrase got a 60 percent 
greater emotional response 
from listeners than our old 
pal “climate change.”

https://grist.org/article/why-your-brain-doesnt-register-the-words-climate-change/
https://grist.org/article/why-your-brain-doesnt-register-the-words-climate-change/
https://sparkneuro.com/case-studies/rebranding-climate-change/
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Literature Review HighlightsWe tested 
“resilience” with 
20+ focus groups 

and it evokes 
confusion or is 

counterproductive

Lori Weigel
Pollster and Co-author “The Language of Conservation”

Dump 
“resilience” and 
other confusing 

terms
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Land Trust Supporter Survey

In 2017, 16 Land Trusts sent 
an email survey to their lists, 
and we collected 1,282 
responses!
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Land Trust Supporter Survey
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Land Trust Supporters & Climate Change
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Land Trust Supporter Survey

Only 6% and 8% of land 
trust supporters gave 
climate messages the 
lowest possible rating — 
roughly the same % that 
Yale labels as “dismissive”
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Land Trust Supporter Survey
Topic they want to hear about from Land Trusts, ranked: 

1. How the land trust helps preserve the scenery and 
character of the area

2. How the land trust's work benefits local wildlife

3. How the land trust puts your donations to work

4. How the land trust provides recreational access in the 
area

5. How the land trust helps bring the community 
together

6. How the land trust helps the area prepare for a 
changing climate

7. How the land trust supports the local economy

8. How the land trust helps families preserve their 
heritage

9. Estate planning tips

Reasons to protect their land, ranked:

1. Preserve scenery and rural character

2. Protect wildlife habitat

3. Right thing to do

4. Prevent development

5. Protect the local environment from climate 
change

6. My legacy in my community

7. Keep the land in the family

8. Financial benefit
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Land Trust Supporter Survey
Reasons to donate money to a Land Trust, 
ranked:

1. Preserve scenery and rural character

2. Protect wildlife habitat

3. Right thing to do

4. Protect the local environment from 
climate change

5. My legacy in my community

6. The land trust asked 

7. Public acknowledgement of donation

Reasons to volunteer for a Land Trust, ranked:

1. Enjoyable experience

2. Preserve scenery and rural character

3. Protect wildlife habitat

4. Feeling of making a difference

5. Right thing to do

6. Protect the local environment from climate 
change

7. Make new friends
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Land trust supporters are receptive for 
you to lead them towards action on 

climate change, but they are not 
expecting it or demanding it!
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Literature Review Highlights

Only a minority 
feels climate 
change will affect 
them personally

http://environment.yale.edu/climate-communication-OFF/files/Climate-Change-American-Mind-October-2015.pdf
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Literature Review Highlights

A majority feel 
“helpless” to do 
anything about it
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Literature Review Highlights I need to convince him 
climate change is really 

happening!

He has to convince me 
climate change will 

affect me, and there’s 
something I can do 

about it
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Climatechange.lta.org
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https://climatechange.lta.org/inventory-of-climate-communication-products/
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Resources
Changing the Subject on Climate Training (3 90-minute sessions)

Conservation organizations are increasingly weaving climate science into their efforts to protect land and 
water. In this training, we will explore concepts, strategies, and tips for weaving climate topics into your 
communications.

Part 1. Who Responds to What Message. In this session, you will explore climate change knowledge, 
attitudes, and beliefs in America. You will discover how your stakeholders fit into that picture and how to 
deliver messages that work for them.

Part 2: Tailoring Messages to Your Audience. We will learn to create messages for "the alarmed" and 
the "doubtful," and who the public does and doesn't trust on this topic.

Part 3. Keeping Your Eye on the Ball. Explore some pro techniques for keeping your workgroup focused 
and your climate messages clear and compelling.
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Questions?

Kelly Watkinson                                  
Land and Climate Program 

Manager       

Land Trust Alliance                                      

(540) 333-1450 

kwatkinson@lta.org

Eric Eckl
Owner

Water Words That Work, LLC

(800) 861-6012

eric.eckl@waterwordsthatwork.com


